Black Box Explains...
A.R.L. (Adjusted Ring Length) and Maximum
Drive Distance
When designing Token Ring networks, two of the main things to be taken into
consideration are the ARL and the maximum drive distance. The ARL is the calculation
used to ascertain the maximum distance allowed between two nodes on a Token Ring
Network - the maximum drive distance. Any Token Ring Network exceeding this
specification runs the risk of data becoming corrupt.
Token Ring Networks suffer from these problems when you would least expect it - when
nobody is there. When an office is full and everybody has their PC’s turned on, each
machine only has to push the signal a short distance to the next machine. When
everybody leaves the office and the PC’S are turned off, the nodes which remain turned
on will have to push the signal alot further, this is where data errors will be encountered.
To work out the ARL for your network, add together the length of cables between your
wiring closets. Then subtract the shortest length from this figure. To work out the
maximum drive distance on your network simply add the longest length of lobe cable to
your ARL. This final length is the furthest distance any one of your nodes will have to
push the signal.
The diagram below illustrates this calculation:
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Lobe cable (Not part of ARL calculation) - 75m
= (sum of all inter closet cable lengths) - shortest length of inter closet cab
= (A + B + C) - A
= (50 + 65 + 85) = 150m

Maximum Drive Distance = ARL + length of longest lobe = 150 + 75 = 225m
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Once you have worked out the ARL and Maximum drive distance for your Network, you can
use one of the two following tables to work out whether or not it falls within specification.
Simply add up the number of MAUs and wiring closets on your network and cross-reference it
against one of these two charts:

If you look back to the diagram on the previous page, you can see that if it is a 4Mbps network,
the maximum drive distance falls within the specification but not if it is a 16 Mbps network.
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